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About This Content

The Metro Exodus Expansion Pass will contain two major pieces of story-driven DLC for the game, following brand new stories
from the world of Metro. Instead of Artyom, players will have the chance to see through the eyes of a brand new character and

of one of the Spartan Rangers, the Aurora’s only American, Sam.

The Two Colonels – Summer 2019

Just below the surface, under the dead city of Novosibirsk, Colonel Khlebnikov makes his way home to his son, Kirill, for New
Years Eve.

But all is not well with the people here: the slime is further consuming the tunnels, mutant attacks appear to be on the rise and
the precious ‘green stuff’ that protects the people from radiation poisoning is running low. In order to secure the survival of any

of the people, those in charge may need to take drastic measures…

Following the journey and experiences of Khlebnikov during the last days of life in Novosibirsk, which Colonel Miller retraces
a year later, players can expect the classic story-driven gameplay of the Metro series in this new linear chapter, complete with a

brand new weapon, the deadly flame-thrower, claustrophobic environments, and the all-too-familiar hair-raising tension.

Sam’s Story – Early 2020

Sam, a US marine at the Moscow embassy before the bombs were dropped, has long dreamed of returning to his homeland, and
maybe finding his family alive. The prospect seemed impossible in the darkened tunnels of the Metro, but when the Spartans
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discovered that Moscow was not the only city left alive after the war, holding out hope didn’t feel so foolish anymore.

Sam makes his way away from the Aurora in search of a way back to the USA, arriving at the remains of Vladivostok’s tsunami
ravaged harbours, ruined industrial buildings, and crumbling residential districts.  To complete his journey, Sam will discover

that he needs every tactic he has learned so far to survive, as his surroundings prove to be far trickier than expected.

Players will forge Sam's path through the sandbox survival landscape of Vladivostok, as they take a brand new journey across
the wasteland of post-apocalyptic Russia
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Title: Metro Exodus Expansion Pass
Genre: Action
Developer:
4A Games
Publisher:
Deep Silver
Franchise:
Metro
Release Date: 16 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4440 or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 670 / GeForce GTX 1050 / AMD Radeon HD 7870

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 59 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

English,French,Italian,German,Korean,Polish,Russian
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Sweet more content for Metro Exodus
And Epic can go F its self. Its a good thing i got it from steam. I cant wait for it!!!!!!!

Also a big F U to EPIC. haven't even played it since the entire Epic situation and don't plan to. Sick of
greedy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665gaming companies. I know this will be the last metro game I own. Still have
Wasteland, Fallout, and Stalker.. To those who want to buy the game + dlc, just wait for next year feb 2020.
Metro Exodus will come back to steam next year.. Looks good, hyping it up! =D. f. u. c. k.
e p i c
a n d
t e n c e n t. Cant wait to play these the way they're meant to be played. On STEAM. Eff Epic.. F . U . C . K . Epic store :D. It's
not out yet but I bet it's going to be a good experience.
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People keep crying over and over again about game going to epic store before release.
But its fun to read these reviews and play the game through steam.. The game is good but fuuuuuuuuuuuuuk epic. epic is bad.
So, instead of 3 announced story-driven dlc's, we are getting 2 for the price of 3? ok, as usual you've covered your asses with
user agreement. this time i'm not solid about who's fault is that, Deep Silver's or 4A Games, but im pretty sure - this game are
the last once i boughht from you two. too many spits into face for one year. first spontaneous decision to move to Epic Game
Store, now what you are doing i'm considering as "You are not getting what you've paid for, nerds, because we can do that by
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing you through user agreement, once again. And you can't do anything about it, pathetic nerds." i
have no complains about development time. it's always like this. but announcing 3 and making 2(probably short like hell at this
point, because why \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing not? "we can do that, we can change product at any time, by user agreement,
so instead of three big dlc's with own locations, we'll do 2 with own locations, but short like your mamma's midget legs") just so
"nerds would \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 off" this is just embarrassing and disgusting.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 EPIC and
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 DEEP SILVER

but this game pretty good tho. Anything Metro is automatic hype!. Thinking the whole expansion pass was pushed to the
wayside (as I am not an Epic user, nor will I ever be as I do not support their anti-consumer behaviour) I come home to
information about future storylines coming to Metro: Exodus. I'm actually pretty hyped if Deep Silver delivers the same amount
of content as the base game did (and I'm also hoping the content is longer than Last Light's 15-20 minute long "DLC" content),
as I thoroughly enjoyed Exodus when my computer decided to run the game without constant crashing and freezing. I'm also a
bit disappointed that (as of now) there are only 2 additions being added in the expansion pass, as I was under the assumption
there would be at the very least 4 separate pieces of DLC being added to the game. However, looking at the "teaser" description
of the 2 DLC coming to the game, I can at least say that I'll be riding the Soviet Hype train all the way to America with Sam. I
really do hope that more content comes to the game, even if I have to purchase a "season 2" pass.
I just wanted to write a review in hopes that Deep Silver actually checks the Steam reviews and maybe get some answers down
the line as to how long Metro: Exodus will be supported for before dropping everything and moving on to another IP.. Pre-
ordered Metro: Exodus and I'm glad I did because its now like I'm flipping off Epic. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 You Epic take
your greed and shove it!
(BTW don''t buy unless you pre-ordered metro exodus if you didn't know regular copies aren't sold on steam because its an epic
exclusive now). wtf? this dlc is on sale. Suck my chode Epic games
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